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The Pacific Northwest region of the North American continent is a prolific seismic area. The
Cascadia Subduction Zone stretches from Vancouver Island down to Cape Mendocino,
California, separating the Juan de Fuca and North American plates. It holds a great potential for
spawning the ‘Big One’, a megathrust earthquake that could have devastating consequences for
the region.Paul Brinkworth, a seismologist with the Geoscience Center in Victoria, a city of
Vancouver Island and capital of British Columbia, has a dilemma. Due to recent seismic tremors,
emanating from the neighboring subduction zone, he is convinced that a megathrust quake is
about to take place. Does he go public with a theory and risk his career or does he remain silent,
allowing nature to take its course? The beautiful Angeline Summers, reporter for the Victoria
Herald, is keen to exploit the rumor but that’s not all she is interested in. A drama of non-stop
action unfolds as Paul pursues the illegal activities of a drug cartel who have established their
laboratory too close to his seismic monitoring station in the rainforest near Tofino, a small tourist
town on the west coast. Paul and his family become the cartel’s target when he discovers their
illegal quest minutes before the largest earthquake ever recorded hits the Island. His life is
suddenly turned up-side-down by the seismic event with its devastating aftermath while he is
forced to go to great lengths to protect the people he loves, not only in surviving the quake, but
in outwitting his adversaries.This gripping tale of suspenseful intrigue contains all the ingredients
that will keep the reader turning the pages. Natural disaster, inconvenient love and survival
against extreme odds are the elements that make this story a winner.
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ConclusionAbout the AuthorOnePrecursory Tremors.Monday, 6:15 a.m. 18th September.Paul
Brinkworth sat on the balcony of the cottage, gazing across the Juan de Fuca Strait. He could
barely see the distant snow-capped mountains partly shrouded in mist. The breeze ruffled his
dark, wavy hair tousled from the night's sleep, and his features displayed pleasure as the early
morning rays caressed his face.It had been a restful weekend. Taking time off to spend two days
in Sooke had been Megan's idea. Paul had been working long hours and the family needed
more time together. He felt refreshed and ready for the week that lay ahead—the meetings with
senior management, the pending trip to Tofino, and all the work involved in monitoring the
instruments at the various seismic monitoring stations on the island. It was time to rouse
everyone and return to the family home in nearby Victoria. In his preponderance he could almost
feel the pre-weekend stress clutching for his mind.A slight vibration ran through the building
causing the balcony to sway imperceptibly; time appeared to stop for interminable seconds
before the early morning sounds rushed back in symphonic concert—a moment that caught the
attention of his finely honed senses. Paul appeared thoughtful as he stood gripping the balcony
railing with both hands.Grateful for the years of research, knowledge, and experience, he knew
how to interpret recent events. Thoughts of the immediate future floated in his mind as he turned
toward the sliding door leading to the bedroom."Honey, did you feel that tremor?"No answer
from the submerged form under the duvet as he rushed in to grab the cell phone next to the bed.
He quickly keyed in the number and waited eagerly for his friend to answer."Hello, Tom? Did you
feel that tremor a few moments ago?"The dull tone of Tom's voice suggested he had been



awakened from a deep sleep. Paul tore on regardless."I know it's very early to be calling, but
we've just had another event. It lasted about eight seconds— that's three tremors in about
nineteen days. Our theory appears to have some foundation."The sleepy monotone changed to
a series of startled grunts."I know you're not lecturing today, so let's take a trip up to Tofino and
check on the instruments. Since Fowler doesn't agree the subduction zone is on the move, I
won't say anything to the rest of the staff. But I believe the readings on the instruments will show
some interesting changes in elevation. Pick you up at eight-thirty?"**Monday, 6:18 a.m. 18th
September.Tom Wilson sat up in bed and rubbed sleep from his eyes. His boney fingers probed
the wrinkles on his face as he stared at the opposite wall, attempting to focus on a framed family
photo.He and Paul Brinkworth went back a long way—to his final year on campus. Paul had
been a freshman when they discovered they shared common interests in the sciences."What's
happening, honey?" asked Gertrude, now awake and eyeing her husband through half-opened
lids.Tom hesitated at the bathroom door. "Umm... Paul and I are taking a trip to Tofino today. We
need to check on some aspects of the work he's been doing there."
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morning rays caressed his face.It had been a restful weekend. Taking time off to spend two days



in Sooke had been Megan's idea. Paul had been working long hours and the family needed
more time together. He felt refreshed and ready for the week that lay ahead—the meetings with
senior management, the pending trip to Tofino, and all the work involved in monitoring the
instruments at the various seismic monitoring stations on the island. It was time to rouse
everyone and return to the family home in nearby Victoria. In his preponderance he could almost
feel the pre-weekend stress clutching for his mind.A slight vibration ran through the building
causing the balcony to sway imperceptibly; time appeared to stop for interminable seconds
before the early morning sounds rushed back in symphonic concert—a moment that caught the
attention of his finely honed senses. Paul appeared thoughtful as he stood gripping the balcony
railing with both hands.Grateful for the years of research, knowledge, and experience, he knew
how to interpret recent events. Thoughts of the immediate future floated in his mind as he turned
toward the sliding door leading to the bedroom."Honey, did you feel that tremor?"No answer
from the submerged form under the duvet as he rushed in to grab the cell phone next to the bed.
He quickly keyed in the number and waited eagerly for his friend to answer."Hello, Tom? Did you
feel that tremor a few moments ago?"The dull tone of Tom's voice suggested he had been
awakened from a deep sleep. Paul tore on regardless."I know it's very early to be calling, but
we've just had another event. It lasted about eight seconds— that's three tremors in about
nineteen days. Our theory appears to have some foundation."The sleepy monotone changed to
a series of startled grunts."I know you're not lecturing today, so let's take a trip up to Tofino and
check on the instruments. Since Fowler doesn't agree the subduction zone is on the move, I
won't say anything to the rest of the staff. But I believe the readings on the instruments will show
some interesting changes in elevation. Pick you up at eight-thirty?"**Monday, 6:18 a.m. 18th
September.Tom Wilson sat up in bed and rubbed sleep from his eyes. His boney fingers probed
the wrinkles on his face as he stared at the opposite wall, attempting to focus on a framed family
photo.He and Paul Brinkworth went back a long way—to his final year on campus. Paul had
been a freshman when they discovered they shared common interests in the sciences."What's
happening, honey?" asked Gertrude, now awake and eyeing her husband through half-opened
lids.Tom hesitated at the bathroom door. "Umm... Paul and I are taking a trip to Tofino today. We
need to check on some aspects of the work he's been doing there."She disapproved of Paul
Brinkworth. He always thought he was right about everything and had a habit of being short with
her when she attempted to venture into their area of expertise. Seismology, the subject that Paul
and Tom discussed at great length, was a topic of which she knew very little.She'd never taken
much interest in her husband's career. After all, that was his business. As long as he provided
the things they needed as a family, she was content. The subject of geophysics was far too
technical for her mind and the attempts she made to understand the jargon only confused her
more."Why does he need you to go with him, love?" she asked."He needs to recalibrate some of
the instruments and wants my opinion on something before he broaches the findings to his
boss," Tom answered hesitantly."What time will you be back?""By nightfall. You didn't need me to
do anything for you today, did you?""No—I'll be going to the ladies' meeting at the church and



the kids need their usual rides to sporting activities.""You sure it's okay?" asked Tom."Sure—do
your thing with your seismological sidekick but don't be late for dinner because I've invited Ian
and Georgia Hamilton."Tom grunted an acknowledgment as he moved into the bathroom, eager
to escape his wife's piercing glare.Why the Hamiltons for goodness sake? He disrobed and
stepped into the shower. The warm water flowed over his bony chest and down his spidery legs.
He usually struggled to relate to Gertrude's friends. She knew he didn't like Ian Hamilton.Tom
toweled himself off and then started shaving as Gertrude entered the shower."Did you hear what
I said about the Hamiltons, honey?""I did respond," he said gruffly."But you didn't seem
happy.""You know how I struggle to make conversation with Ian.""I know, but it's important to me,
honey—he's an elder in the church.""He's still a bore! And Georgia speaks so quickly—I struggle
to understand what she says.""She just gets excited, sweetheart.""I get the impression they want
to convert me.""They mean well, honey."Tom looked at his watch. ''I should get
dressed."**Monday, 2:00 p.m. 18th September.After three and a half hours of driving, Paul and
Tom arrived at their destination. The preamble to the small village of Tofino featured a rainforest,
a popular area where summer tourists could venture into tall trees and lush vegetation and view
a variety of flora.The National Parks Department had granted permission to establish a
temporary seismological station to monitor land movement but many saw it as an intrusion into
nature and were openly opposed to it.Paul turned off the highway into the visitor's area and
found a spot to leave the Jeep. He made sure the official permit was placed on top of the dash
and they headed for the rainforest trail. Out of the corner of his eye, Paul noticed two people
climb out of a truck near the permit dispenser.*"Well, everything seems to be all right here," Paul
noted as they looked around the monitoring site for anything that might be missing, or out of
place.Tom gazed around the small site and nodded in agreement. A sudden rustling of bushes
nearby made the two men glance up. They looked into the piercing eyes of a man who appeared
to be in his early thirties—the individual was clean-shaven and wore a tweed jacket. His hair,
parted down the middle and sporting long sideburns, depicted a distinctive "sixties" look.
Perspiration glistened on his brow.For a long moment they stared at one another. "What the
freakin' hell are you doing here? Did you wander off the boardwalk and get lost? You need a
permit to be in this area," Paul blurted.A young woman came from behind the man and stood
next to him, arms folded defiantly and glared at Paul. She was a plain, earthy woman with dark-
brown hair and green eyes. The blue windbreaker she wore was oversized and the tightly fitting
blue jeans flaunted her well-formed thighs and calves."My name's Sean O'Kelly." The man
spoke with a strong Irish brogue and a calm, self-assured tone of voice. "We're with an
environmental consciousness group and we've come to the park several times now, hoping to
see someone from the Geological Survey Centre—reckon today we finally got lucky."For a
moment Paul was speechless, but quickly regained his composure and stepped forward
assertively."We have the permission of the Park Board to be here, which is more than I can say
for you—so if you think you can intimidate us with your green consciousness nonsense, then
you're mistaken."The woman interjected, her hard eyes staring unblinkingly at Paul. "I don't think



it would do us any good to get into a shouting match. All we want is for you to hear us out and
then we'll be on our way."Without giving Paul or Tom a chance to object, she launched into a
mission speech."We are custodians of the environment. How in God's name do you think the
forest is going to survive if people like you are constantly tampering with it?""We're not
tampering with the environment," Paul answered.The woman was not deterred. "Don't you
realize how sensitive this ecological system is? Our being here, walking, breathing, talking and
littering is striking at the forest's heart. You have cleared away important undergrowth and
disturbed the forest floor with your confounded platform."Tom responded, pointing to the
equipment. "I think you guys have taken this thing about the environment too far. These
instruments constitute a very important warning device. We are scientists and we know what we
are doing. We have had the local branch of the National Park authority to advise and help us.
This monitoring station is the very thing that could save lives in the future by warning us as to
what's taking place beneath the surface of the ground.""We don't give a damn about your
experiments, or what's beneath the ground," responded the Irishman. "We say Mother Nature
has her own way of sorting things out if we let her. Several letters have been sent to the Minister
of the Environment and she's just ignored us! We've also sent letters to the center, but you've
also chosen to ignore us, so you know what the next step is going to be, don't you?"Paul
became heated. "Don't you even consider touching this equipment. We'll go straight to the
R.C.M.P. if you so much as threaten us!"The woman turned to O'Kelly with a gesture of her hand.
"Let's go, Sean. Let's get outta here."O'Kelly turned to follow her and then hesitated. Turning
again to the two perplexed scientists he said: "Gentlemen, as Hilda mentioned in the beginning,
it'll not serve any purpose to argue. I want to leave you with this ultimatum—either this station of
yours is removed within one week, or we take it out ourselves. Now you can call the cops if you
want, but you can't guard this facility night and day. Eventually we will win. We always do."With
that they turned and delicately worked their way through the foliage in the direction of the
boardwalk.Paul and Tom stood gaping with their hands on their hips, trying to assimilate what
just transpired."Well, what do you make of that?" asked Tom. "Do you think they meant what they
said?"Paul scratched his chin and stared in the direction of the departing
environmentalists."Hard to say. It's difficult to believe that people can take such a strong stand
against something that's there to protect them—I wouldn't discount it though.""What do you think
we should do?" A worried frown creased Tom's brow as he looked at the monitoring
site."Nothing, for the moment. I will record it in my log and also mention it to Fowler when I return
to the center. We'll have to wait and see. After all, the Irishman was right—we don't have the
resources to institute fulltime surveillance.""I've heard about environmentalists who spike trees
with metal in order to frustrate the loggers. Do you think they could sabotage these instruments
in such a way that might be dangerous?""Anything's possible. I don't see how we can
adequately protect the site without bringing harm to the flora. It was quite a task to obtain the
park's authority for what we have here at the moment," Paul said. "It's almost impossible to keep
out the determined thief.""How important is this particular site? Couldn't we establish a new one



close by, on the fringe of the forest? Does it have to be right here?""Our surveys show this will be
the exact area where the maximum change in elevation will take place. I'm not about to be
defeated by a group of hard-nosed individuals who have no appreciation for their own
safety."Paul sighed as he moved towards the instruments. Muttering under his breath, he knelt
with both hands on the platform for support, and lowered his head into the observation hole to
peer at the equipment. The readings were transmitted automatically by satellite to the survey
center but a small gauge was provided for onsite monitoring.The light was beginning to fail so he
tried to bring his face as close to the instrument as possible in order to read the measurement.
Tom was about to comment when Paul let out a low whistle."Tom! Take a look at this!**Monday,
3:15 p.m. 18th September.By three o'clock that afternoon, Megan Brinkworth was almost
finished with the family laundry. She had spent the morning cleaning the house, a chore she
never enjoyed.The children were enough work for ten mothers and she was constantly pitting
her wits against her twelve-year-old son's relentless testing of her authority and resolve.Jason
would listen to his father without a murmur, but whenever Paul was away, the boy did not see the
need to obey anyone. Meg had often mentioned Jason's behavior but Paul shrugged it off as a
phase.Their daughter, Amy, on the other hand, was very mature at fourteen and gave her
parents little trouble. Her feisty nature was tempered with good humor and most of the time she
was a delight to have around. The squabbles between her and Jason usually ended with both of
them being sent off to their respective bedrooms.Megan's thoughts were interrupted as the front
door burst open and Jason stormed in like a wounded buffalo, flinging his school bag onto the
floor."Mom? I'm dying of hunger. I've eaten nothing since breakfast—I forgot to take my lunch
money... what can I eat?""If you're that hungry, help yourself to some bread, and don't drink all
the milk," Megan answered in exasperation."But I'm thirsty!""Your father will want his coffee
when he gets home and we need to keep enough for breakfast tomorrow."She continued folding
clothes, bending down every now and then to extricate more from the drier.Once again the door
opened and Amy, slightly flushed by the brisk walk from the bus stop, entered. She strode to the
living room, ignoring her brother, who was peering into all the kitchen cupboards, and said, "Hi,
Mom. Guess what? I got an A plus for that English essay I wrote last week.""That's wonderful,
darling. Which essay was it?""The one on earthquake-prone areas. I wrote what Dad told me
about the Pacific Rim and the huge Alaskan earthquake in 1964. It sure pays to have a
seismologist for a father.""I'm sure Dad will be very proud of you and that you take such an
interest in what he does. If you're not careful he'll have you working for him."Jason stuck his head
around the corner and added sarcastically: "She's too useless to be of any help to Dad—she's
just sucking up so she can go out with those stupid friends of hers on Saturday night."Amy
rounded on him. "Shut up, Jason. You don't know what you're talking about. You're only twelve
and you don't even have hair on your legs yet, so get outta my face! In fact, get outta my
life!""Jason! Amy! Stop your fighting. Can't either of you ever say a kind word to one
another?"The siblings glared at each other and then turned to look at her questioningly. Jason
feigned surprise and then stuck his tongue out at his sister.Meg looked at each child in turn. A



wisp of hair hung down, tickling her nose. She flicked it away irritably and was dismayed to find
tears stinging her eyes. No, Meg, don't cry in front of them. That won't help! She composed
herself and carried on with her chores."My goodness, what would your father say if he could
hear the two of you going at each other? Go upstairs, both of you, and get changed. Your
grandmother is coming at four this afternoon to visit."∞TwoThe Geological Survey Center: Dept.
of Seismic Studies.Tuesday, 9:00 a.m. 19th September.Paul entered through the glass doors
marked "Geological Survey Centre" and strode down the carpeted hallway to his office. The
GSC was the section dealing with seismic activities in the Pacific region and served jointly with
the Institute of Ocean Sciences.Margaret, the division secretary, was filing and the solemn look
on her face indicated the atmosphere in the building was tense. Paul instinctively knew that John
Fowler, his immediate superior, had been finding fault again.Margaret turned when she heard
Paul's rap on the counter. "Oh, it's you!" She straightened and smiled."You've certainly disturbed
a hornet's nest.""I thought my discovery would get management's attention. What did Fowler
say?" Paul asked.She placed hands on her hips. "The usual.""He doesn't agree there could be a
problem?"Margaret made a face. "Well, he didn't exactly say.""What did he say?""Nothing—just
shook his head."Paul smiled wryly. "By the atmosphere in the building, I guess he's in his
office.""Yes, he's been talking to the heads of the other departments. He's been telling them you
are trying to draw a conclusion from data that might not be directly related to an
earthquake.""You mean he doesn't believe we have possible tectonic plate immobility?"Margaret
made a gesture of dismissal with her hand. "You know how obnoxious he is—he has never
agreed to the plates being completely immobile in the first place.""As always, he is misquoting
me," said Paul.Margaret sat at her desk. "The director wants you in his office right away—he
wants to discuss your theory along with other departmental issues.""Is everyone included?"She
nodded. "John's already there."Paul headed for his office to get his notebook.When he arrived at
the director's office, the door was closed and the others were standing in the hallway chatting.
Fowler was not amongst them.The head of the Marine Geological subdivision greeted him.
Another seismologist working mostly with the North Island Survey was also there.Paul knocked
on the director's door."Come in, it's open.''Paul entered with the other two men and couldn't help
noticing the scowl on Fowler's face.The director and Fowler had obviously been discussing the
issue and Fowler would have already added his negative remarks regarding Paul's theory.The
director stood and shifted the scattered papers on his desk to one side as the others took seats
around his desk.

"How important is this particular site? Couldn't we establish a new one close by, on the fringe of
the forest? Does it have to be right here?""Our surveys show this will be the exact area where
the maximum change in elevation will take place. I'm not about to be defeated by a group of hard-
nosed individuals who have no appreciation for their own safety."Paul sighed as he moved
towards the instruments. Muttering under his breath, he knelt with both hands on the platform for
support, and lowered his head into the observation hole to peer at the equipment. The readings



were transmitted automatically by satellite to the survey center but a small gauge was provided
for onsite monitoring.The light was beginning to fail so he tried to bring his face as close to the
instrument as possible in order to read the measurement. Tom was about to comment when Paul
let out a low whistle."Tom! Take a look at this!**Monday, 3:15 p.m. 18th September.By three
o'clock that afternoon, Megan Brinkworth was almost finished with the family laundry. She had
spent the morning cleaning the house, a chore she never enjoyed.The children were enough
work for ten mothers and she was constantly pitting her wits against her twelve-year-old son's
relentless testing of her authority and resolve.Jason would listen to his father without a murmur,
but whenever Paul was away, the boy did not see the need to obey anyone. Meg had often
mentioned Jason's behavior but Paul shrugged it off as a phase.Their daughter, Amy, on the
other hand, was very mature at fourteen and gave her parents little trouble. Her feisty nature was
tempered with good humor and most of the time she was a delight to have around. The
squabbles between her and Jason usually ended with both of them being sent off to their
respective bedrooms.Megan's thoughts were interrupted as the front door burst open and Jason
stormed in like a wounded buffalo, flinging his school bag onto the floor."Mom? I'm dying of
hunger. I've eaten nothing since breakfast—I forgot to take my lunch money... what can I eat?""If
you're that hungry, help yourself to some bread, and don't drink all the milk," Megan answered in
exasperation."But I'm thirsty!""Your father will want his coffee when he gets home and we need
to keep enough for breakfast tomorrow."She continued folding clothes, bending down every now
and then to extricate more from the drier.Once again the door opened and Amy, slightly flushed
by the brisk walk from the bus stop, entered. She strode to the living room, ignoring her brother,
who was peering into all the kitchen cupboards, and said, "Hi, Mom. Guess what? I got an A plus
for that English essay I wrote last week.""That's wonderful, darling. Which essay was it?""The
one on earthquake-prone areas. I wrote what Dad told me about the Pacific Rim and the huge
Alaskan earthquake in 1964. It sure pays to have a seismologist for a father.""I'm sure Dad will
be very proud of you and that you take such an interest in what he does. If you're not careful he'll
have you working for him."Jason stuck his head around the corner and added sarcastically:
"She's too useless to be of any help to Dad—she's just sucking up so she can go out with those
stupid friends of hers on Saturday night."Amy rounded on him. "Shut up, Jason. You don't know
what you're talking about. You're only twelve and you don't even have hair on your legs yet, so
get outta my face! In fact, get outta my life!""Jason! Amy! Stop your fighting. Can't either of you
ever say a kind word to one another?"The siblings glared at each other and then turned to look
at her questioningly. Jason feigned surprise and then stuck his tongue out at his sister.Meg
looked at each child in turn. A wisp of hair hung down, tickling her nose. She flicked it away
irritably and was dismayed to find tears stinging her eyes. No, Meg, don't cry in front of them.
That won't help! She composed herself and carried on with her chores."My goodness, what
would your father say if he could hear the two of you going at each other? Go upstairs, both of
you, and get changed. Your grandmother is coming at four this afternoon to visit."∞TwoThe
Geological Survey Center: Dept. of Seismic Studies.Tuesday, 9:00 a.m. 19th September.Paul



entered through the glass doors marked "Geological Survey Centre" and strode down the
carpeted hallway to his office. The GSC was the section dealing with seismic activities in the
Pacific region and served jointly with the Institute of Ocean Sciences.Margaret, the division
secretary, was filing and the solemn look on her face indicated the atmosphere in the building
was tense. Paul instinctively knew that John Fowler, his immediate superior, had been finding
fault again.Margaret turned when she heard Paul's rap on the counter. "Oh, it's you!" She
straightened and smiled."You've certainly disturbed a hornet's nest.""I thought my discovery
would get management's attention. What did Fowler say?" Paul asked.She placed hands on her
hips. "The usual.""He doesn't agree there could be a problem?"Margaret made a face. "Well, he
didn't exactly say.""What did he say?""Nothing—just shook his head."Paul smiled wryly. "By the
atmosphere in the building, I guess he's in his office.""Yes, he's been talking to the heads of the
other departments. He's been telling them you are trying to draw a conclusion from data that
might not be directly related to an earthquake.""You mean he doesn't believe we have possible
tectonic plate immobility?"Margaret made a gesture of dismissal with her hand. "You know how
obnoxious he is—he has never agreed to the plates being completely immobile in the first
place.""As always, he is misquoting me," said Paul.Margaret sat at her desk. "The director wants
you in his office right away—he wants to discuss your theory along with other departmental
issues.""Is everyone included?"She nodded. "John's already there."Paul headed for his office to
get his notebook.When he arrived at the director's office, the door was closed and the others
were standing in the hallway chatting. Fowler was not amongst them.The head of the Marine
Geological subdivision greeted him. Another seismologist working mostly with the North Island
Survey was also there.Paul knocked on the director's door."Come in, it's open.''Paul entered with
the other two men and couldn't help noticing the scowl on Fowler's face.The director and Fowler
had obviously been discussing the issue and Fowler would have already added his negative
remarks regarding Paul's theory.The director stood and shifted the scattered papers on his desk
to one side as the others took seats around his desk.His boss gave Paul a disapproving glance.
Their relationship was generally one of cool tolerance, but of late, it appeared that Fowler was
threatened by Paul's involvement in the recent monitoring activities.As head of Seismic Studies,
John Fowler considered it beneath his station to go into the field. He believed himself to be the
only person with an informed opinion on Vancouver Island's seismic activities.The director
dropped his chin and peered over the top of his spectacles at each man in turn.Dark rings hung
under his eyes, and his usual jovial demeanor was absent."Gentlemen, thank you for coming so
promptly. I won't keep you long because I realize you're all busy. The news that Paul phoned
through yesterday has everybody speculating and we need to satisfy ourselves as to the
magnitude of the problem before the press gets onto it."The director leaned forward, focusing
his attention on Paul."Now, what reports have you had from the stations around the Tofino
area?""All the stations record a similar rise in elevation. The trilateration survey shows some
changes in horizontal distances between the various survey monuments. There is also a definite
change in crust density in the general Tofino, Ucluelet area.""Do you think the plates are



separating?" the director asked."Yes. It's inevitable, if the pressure continues to build at the
present rate."Fowler scowled and interjected, ''I'm sure there's no reason for any real concern.
The island has shown significant increases in elevation before—without an earthquake."Paul
was not going to allow John to play down the danger. "It's not just the fact we've had a few
tremors. It's the diminishing time intervals between them."He and John often clashed over the
interpretation of seismic event causes and conclusions. John's shoulders bristled and he glared
at Paul."We can't tell the public an earthquake is imminent. There will be a mass panic!"Paul
shook his head and said nothing.The others were silent, their eyes on John and Paul. The
director softened his tone. "John, nobody is going to start a panic, but we need to be prepared
for the worst. Paul, what do you think the tremors signify?"Paul paused for a moment. "This is
just a hunch." Here was his opportunity to press home his theory. Or was it to silence Fowler?
"The focal points of the tremors appear to be in the general Tofino, Ucluelet area. The
diminishing frequencies of their occurrences are enough to start me thinking seriously about the
Big One. We can all appreciate that when pre-quake tremors, in a subduction zone, have
decreasing intervals of occurrence, it indicates a clear and present danger that the plates are
breaking free."Interested expressions on the faces of his colleagues eased his anxiety about his
theory. The director paled slightly, but John's face remained expressionless.Paul stood and
placed his hands on the director's desk. The men were hanging on every word. He paused in a
mixture of fear and excitement."I believe the Juan de Fuca plate is beginning to move. These
decreasing interval events we are now experiencing are the possible precursor to a very sudden
separation of the Juan de Fuca and North American plates. When that happens we will have the
makings of a major catastrophe on our hands."John shifted uncomfortably in his seat and
tapped his pencil annoyingly on the polished desktop. Paul felt his antagonism but continued
regardless. "We could be in for a megathrust."The room was silent as they assimilated what Paul
said. John didn't offer any resistance to Paul's theory. He smiled wryly indicating his thoughts on
the speculations.The head of the Marine Geological division sitting opposite the desk from Paul
leaned forward."There has been movement on the continental slope. This could verify what Paul
is saying. I know nobody can predict an earthquake scientifically, but there is definitely some
merit in his theory. I think we should wait a few more days and see what develops before talking
to the press."The other seismologist nodded.John squirmed lower in his seat and stared out the
window as though something outside was far more interesting.The director concurred: "That
seems to be good strategy but we need to keep a lid on it—should the press contact any of you,
keep a low profile. You can say we'll know more in a few days. It goes without saying the island's
inhabitants should make sure they are well prepared for a seismic event. Agreed,
gentlemen?"All nodded except Fowler, who glared at the ceiling.Paul left the director's office and
walked down a flight of stairs to his own office on the main floor. He noticed that John stayed on
to talk with the director.A postmortem, no doubt, he thought as he turned left into the corridor
that led to their division. He glanced at his wristwatch—almost time for a coffee break and a
good opportunity to think about what he would say if the press called.As Paul passed Margaret's



office, she called to him. "Someone to see you, Paul—a lady from the press. Says she only
wants to talk to you and not to John. She's waiting in your office—nice looking girl." Margaret
wagged a finger at him. "I'll have to keep an eye on you two. She's far too gorgeous to be left
alone with you.""Oh, come on, Margaret—don't exaggerate," Paul said, annoyed that he would
be deemed susceptible."Wait until you see her," answered Margaret with a knowing smile."Did
she make an appointment?" Paul asked, trying to appear uninterested."No, but she said her
schedule was extremely tight and would be grateful if you could give her a few minutes of your
time.""You should have told her to come back on another day. I have things to do.""I thought you
would want to get it over with—anyway, she's waiting in your office."Paul closed his eyes and
shook his head. The press descending already? Why him? He strode to his office, apprehensive
of the pending interview. The lady may be pretty but she was still a reporter.He stopped outside
the door to smooth down his hair and check his breath. Normal protocol would be to hand it off
to Fowler but just the thought of the man regurgitating seismic drivel with his normal self-
elevating attitude persuaded Paul to do the interview himself. Then he stepped into the
office.When he saw the reporter, he understood what Margaret meant. The lady was standing
with her back to him, admiring a painting on the wall. On hearing him enter the room she turned
and he was immediately taken with her beauty. Long blond hair cascaded loosely onto her
shoulders and flowed down her back, reflecting sparkling highlights from the overhead
fluorescent.She stood poised, like a professional model, posing for a photo shoot. Paul was
conscious of holding his breath and immediately felt annoyed because he knew it showed. He
felt a warm glow spreading over his face."Oh, hi—I'm Paul," he stammered and stretched out his
hand, knowing she was sizing him up."Hi, Paul, my name's Angeline Summers."Her husky voice
caressed his hearing like a warm breeze on a balmy morning. He smelled the sultry fragrance of
her perfume and it sent his pulse racing."I was in Sidney earlier this morning when my boss
asked if I would call in on you. I believe you know him? Andrew Mortimer?"Paul hesitated and
with some difficulty tried to coax his breathing back to its normal rhythm. "Yes, of course. We
play golf together occasionally. Please sit and make yourself comfortable. What can I do for
you?" He tried to stop himself from staring at her like a horny teenager."Andrew asked me to
speak to you. He said you'd be straight with me. He got a call from a Mr. O'Kelly who is
apparently involved in some sort of conservation movement."Paul's infatuation with Miss
Summers suddenly evaporated and his focus zoomed back to planet Earth. He waited."Did you
have a confrontation with this person in the rainforest?''Paul shrugged."Who is this O'Kelly
person?"Paul shrugged again. "A guy who works for one of the environmentalist groups, I
guess.""Was he alone?""There was a woman.""Did this have anything to do with the monitoring
station?"Paul again hesitated but this time not from enchantment. He realized the need to be
careful and not give anything away regarding the tremors. "They felt we were endangering the
environment.""Why put a seismic station in the rainforest?"Paul leaned forward and spoke with
caution. "It has been necessary, from a ground monitoring point of view. That is the only
comment I can make as to the reason for it being there.""But surely there are other areas it could



be placed?"He looked out the window as he considered the question. Then after a brief moment
he turned to face her again. "It's always necessary to put a site where the most accurate
measurements can be taken."She smiled, finding his evasiveness amusing."I heard rumors of
an impending quake involving tectonic plate movement. Is that the reason why you are
monitoring in this particular place?"Paul knew they were getting into forbidden territory. His mind
grasped furiously for some way to change the subject."The Pacific Rim has always been a
sensitive seismic area. The possibility of tremor activity morphing into an earthquake has always
been a part of what we live with..."He knew his reluctance to deal with the questions was
showing.Angeline tilted her head and raised her eyebrows. "But do you think the tremors have a
connection to that area? Are they not perhaps leading up to something bigger? Is there a
possibility that the long expected Big One is about to happen?"This was the question Paul had
been dreading. He tried to play it down."People are always speculating, but I assure you there is
no scientific way to predict an earthquake. Its common knowledge the island is accumulating
strain due to the potential of locked crustal plates. We are monitoring the situation. When we
have anything to report we will. And now, Ms. Summers, we have to be responsible stewards of
the knowledge that comes to us—we don't want to cause any undue panic."He became aware
that beads of perspiration were accumulating on his brow."Please call me Angeline. Is it not
responsible to publish all the findings on a daily basis and allow the people to decide
themselves?" she offered calmly."Yes and no. We have to be absolutely sure what we tell them is
not based purely on speculation."At that moment Paul glanced at the office door and saw John
Fowler standing there, obviously waiting to be introduced."Please meet the department chief,
John Fowler."He couldn't help feeling a measure of scorn as John overdid his grin and shook her
hand vigorously, staring into her eye's like a snake about to strike its victim."And what brings
such a lovely young lady to our part of the world?" he gurgled, totally enamored with Angeline's
good looks.Paul quickly answered before Angeline could say anything."Miss Summers is from
the press. She has an interest in the monitoring site at Tofino."John did not take his eyes off her.
Putting on his most charming smile he asked: "Is there anything I can help you with?"Angeline
answered before Paul could."Not really. I thought it would be good for me to have a look at the
center and learn a little about the seismic monitoring process."John ignored Paul's stern glare
and rambled on. "I'm sure with my long experience here at the center I would be able to deepen
your interest in the wonderful subject of seismology. I've virtually grown up with a seismometer in
my hand.""If I feel I need more information, you will be the next person I will ask," she said
reassuringly.John looked peeved and let go of her hand. He turned to Paul and said: "Don't
forget to bring the results of the most recent surveys to me. I need to check your calculations."He
turned back to Angeline and said, "You are welcome to visit us—make sure you ask for me at the
front desk if you come again. I know more about this business than anyone else and I will
definitely be able to answer all your questions."Angeline nodded and gave Fowler a dismissive
smile. Paul was furious at the intrusion and was determined to get Fowler out of his office.
Deciding that further conversation would be counterproductive Paul intimated that he had things



to do and suggested that Angeline come at another time when he would be able to show her
around the center.She picked up her purse and cell phone."I look forward to meeting with you
again and I'll definitely hold you to your suggestion. It would be great to check out the whole
establishment. Thank you for your time, Paul.""I will see you to your car," Paul said, ignoring
Fowler completely. They left him standing, ogling her shapely behind as they exited the office
and walked down the corridor.In the entrance foyer, hanging on the wall, was a beautifully
illustrated diagram in cross-section describing how earthquakes are caused and how fault lines
deep within the earth relieve the buildup of subterranean pressures. Angeline stopped to look up
at the diagram and turned to Paul."This diagram is very well done—it's hard to believe we could
be facing an earthquake in the near future."Paul glanced at the diagram. "You mean the long
awaited Big One?"She nodded."Time will tell," answered Paul, conscious that she was looking
deeply into his eyes."Don't forget that invitation to see the facility.""I won't," he said. "Just let me
know when you can come again."They stood looking at each other for a few seconds then she
smiled and stuck out her hand as he opened one of the double glass doors. He felt her soft,
delicate hand engulfed by his own larger, rough-skinned fingers and his heart skipped a beat as
he sensed a primal urge to take her in his arms.The handshake was a suitable gesture, but both
seemed reluctant to release their grip. Finally he let go of her hand and she walked toward the
car, looking back once waving a final goodbye. He watched her get into her vehicle before
heading back to his office.A glimmer of guilt nibbled at his soul—the thought of how easily
Angeline had stirred him. She was a person of danger but also a person of great interest. A
bivalent conflict reared up in his mind. The press, at this time, was to be seen as a danger, but
Angeline was different. Not only was she extremely attractive but intelligent and interesting. He
did not think she posed any threat to the center's need for confidentiality—but then one could
never be sure with the press.Margaret was waiting for him. "Well, how did your interview go? Did
she get you going?""Not really.""You didn't find her attractive?""Of course I found her attractive;
what man wouldn't?""Don't get defensive. I was just asking. John wants to talk to you."Paul
sighed and went into his office. He had promised to give Tom a call after the meeting with the
GSC management. His thoughts ranged back to Angeline. He could still smell the fragrance of
her perfume in his office—still see her beautiful face, with those sensual lips, parted in a glimmer
of a smile. He knew he wanted to see her again.∞ThreeDiscussing Paul's Theory.Tuesday, 2:00
p.m. 19th September.Paul placed the call to Tom's office hoping to catch his friend between
lectures. Tom answered immediately. Paul quickly launched into his theory again. "We've
experienced several significant tremors to date. The last tremor was at 6:30 a.m. Monday the
18th. My records show we've had three tremors over approximately nineteen days, each event
diminishing by almost half the time of its predecessor!"Tom was silent for a moment, quickly
doing a calculation in his mind. "That would give us approximately three to four days before the
plates break free from one another—if your theory is correct. You certainly seem to be onto
something. We need to check the instruments again and make a specific chart of the events with
their time separations and magnitudes. How does the director feel about your theory?""I don't



think he takes it very seriously but he is cautious enough not to discount it." Paul rubbed his chin.
"John Fowler would have given him all sorts of reasons to doubt me, but even he will have to
take notice of the deliberate progression of the tremors."Paul had already charted the events
with all relevant information. He speculated that if the theory was correct, then the next tremor
would be in two days, followed by another, a day later."I don't think in terms of speculation
anymore," Tom stated. "The question in my mind is what to do. Should we take our families and
leave on a short vacation, or do we stay and see what transpires?"Paul shifted in his seat.
"There's no telling what magnitude the quake will be. I'm confident we have enough emergency
measures in place to handle a magnitude seven but what if something bigger comes along?""I'm
worried about the attitude of the people—when they read the latest reports. I can imagine a
stampede to the airport," said Tom."I'm not so sure," Paul responded. "The islanders are pretty
laid back. They have repeatedly been warned about the possibilities. I think fatalism will probably
prevail."Tom shrugged. "Of particular concern to me is the possibility of a tsunami hitting the
west coast. Tofino, Ucluelet and Port Alberni will definitely be at risk.""Yeah, the '64 Alaskan
quake caused a lot of damage. There are many more people in these towns now—more
buildings on the waterfront.""But are you aiming to stay on the island or take a sudden
vacation?" Tom asked."I want to be here if it happens. No vacations for me just yet," stated Paul
emphatically.He felt more would be achieved by staying to monitor the preamble and then
helping with the ensuing emergency situation and clean up that would follow.After they had
discussed the matter at length, the two men ended their conversation with the thought of
meeting for a game of golf on the weekend.Paul returned his attention to perusing the latest
seismographic records.There was a knock on the door jamb. He looked up to see the director
standing there. "Paul? I heard you had a visitor from the press."Paul was immediately on guard.
"Yeah, she asked some pertinent questions.""We really need to be careful at this stage. Was it
due to the tremors that her interest in a possible earthquake was aroused?""Not actually ..."Paul
went on to relate the details of O'Kelly's phone call to Andrew Mortimer, editor of the Victoria
Herald."The press won't give up, so do your best to keep a lid on things." The director left with a
nod.Paul sat motionless for a while, a myriad of emotions swirling through his mind. His thoughts
were initially for his family but finally rested on Angeline Summers. He wondered what she would
do—if there were someone in her life who could help her in the event of a disaster.He fantasized
a little on the idea of rescuing her from the rubble of some building and reveling in her
gratefulness while he gallantly carried her to safety. Suddenly the image of a tearful Megan
floated into his mind and he realized, with a twinge of guilt, he was allowing his feelings to roam.
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Lady Di, “Non stop action! based on the true possibility that Vancouver Island will get a mega
quake.. Damn good read!! An exciting book that delivers what it promised.It's a story with-in a
story, right away you're on the edge of your seat! and it doesn't let you go!Full of drama,
suspense, intrigue and romantic surprises.”
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